Roman Shields

The Roman military is an iconic, ancient institution; everybody is familiar with the image of
fearsome Roman centurions marching in their famous columns. In this book, Roman military
experts John and Hilary Travis turn their attention to the shields used by the historic Roman
stalwarts, drawing on their expertise, their wealth of illustrated material and the world of
reenactments.In its study of the panoply of shields used by the Romans, Roman Shields differs
from those preceding in that it has drawn together the streams of published information of
sculptural imagery and archaeological â€˜hardâ€™ evidence, while also looking at the
component parts, how they are physically put together, and attempting to reproduce the
aspects of the artifacts observed through reconstructing them and subjecting them to regular
use and combat conditions.
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The Roman shields complete a Roman army. Without these, the legionaries would simply be
walking targets out on the battlefield.
Roman Scutum- shield. On the left side of the soldier's body was his shield ( scutum) It was a
semi-circular shield, designed so that any missiles thrown at the. Roman Shields. There were
many kinds of Roman shields used by legionaries ( soldiers). Earlier on they were oval and
flat, but at the time of the invasion of. Dark Knight Armoury carries recreations of the classic
Roman shields, all made to reenactment standards, so that when you battle, you can make the
same. Explore Van Diemen's Land Steam Co.'s board Roman Shields on Pinterest. See more
ideas about Roman legion, Ancient Rome and Roman Empire.
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